
WHAT IS SAT:
SAT is a tracer system for permanent installation for 
scale detection downhole in a well. It can be installed 
in any completion either in the tubing or in the reservoir 
section. It is applicable for both new and existing wells. 

The tool is in the range of 3 m long, for a 7” installation 
the ID is 4.6”. The tool will not cause any restrictions 
to flow and logging tools can pass through. Inside the 
tracer chambers that are mounted in the tool, there are 
tracer strips that will slowly leak tracer into the well 
flow when contacted with water. By sampling water at 

surface, the presence of tracer can be detected. In case 
of scale build-up, the holes into the chambers will close. 
That can in turn can be detected since no tracer is found 
on surface in such a case.

The lifetime of the tool can be as long as 5 years after first 
contact by water. The SAT tool will always be combined 
with reference tracer used for lifetime monitoring.

The SAT can be combined with the Scale Inhibitor Tracer 
(SIT).

All existing scale monitoring is based on interpretation 
of surface sampled data. Dissolved ion data can easily 
detect scale build up, however, they cannot identify 
if this takes place in the well or in the reservoir. This 
information is vital in order to decide if a squeeze is 
necessary. 

The SAT is the only existing way for direct downhole 
scale detection. The communication holes in the tracer 
chamber is designed to close up easily. The tool will 
therefore enable an early detection of scale buildup in 
the section where the tool is installed. This will be of high 
value to optimize scale management.

HOW CAN SAT HELP:
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